
Subject and Teacher Time slots Topics Covered
Link/Assignments Uploaded on Google 
classroom

Assessments Taken 
(Yes/No)(Quiz/Graded/Test/Viva/Googl
e Form/Group Discussion)

16th APRIL'20 - 30th 
APRIL'20

Ch 2: Indian Economy 1950-90
*Word documents on topics taught                                                                                                  
*HOTS Questions given                                                                   
*Self Prepared ANIMATED PPT shown in the VC

*Trial tests given before First Internal 
Assessment                    *Internal 
Assessment 1, which was graded                                        
*Some students volunteered to  gather 
information about 
life/shortages/problems in 1950-90 from 
their parents/grand-parents and shared 
the same with the class.

1st MAY'20 - 15th MAY'20

*Chapter 2 (Continued)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
*Macro Unit II: Money & 
Banking                                        

*Youtube video shared: Quick Summary of indian 
economy 1947-91                                                                                                    
* 2 Self created PPTs on Money and Banking 
were shown in the VC                                                                                              
*Self made Word file on credit creation by 
commercial banks was uploaded

*Debate on the topic "Subsidies are a 
burden on the Exchequer" by 2 pairs of 
students                                                                                          
*HOTS Questions on Ch 2 & Money and 
Banking                               *Short & long 
Answer Questions on Unit II to check the 
students' understanding

16th MAY'20 - 6th JUNE'20

PLEASE NOTE: No classes were 
held from 15/5 to 26/5/2020, 
was evaluating CBSE Papers.                                                                                                                                                 
Macro: Unit I (Numerical 
portion)                                                                                                                                                                                  
Macro:Unit IV Govt. Budget                                      

*Self Prepared ANIMATED PPTon 3 Methods of 
NY shown in the VC as well as uploaded                                                                
* PPT on  Govt. Budget shown in the VC as well 
as shared: 
https://classroom.google.com/c/NTM3NjY4NDEx
NDBa

*Worksheet on numericals given.                                                    
*Questions for numerical practice from 
Sandeep Garg given & discussed in the 
next class.                                                             
*Doubts of students taken up                                                                        
*Class discussion on the 3 types of Govt 
Budgets & their effects on the economy

16th APRIL'20 - 30th 
APRIL'20

Ch 2: Accounting for 
Partnership: Fundamentals                                       
Ch 3: Goodwill:Nature and 
Valuation

*Brain Teasers assignment for Revision was made 
and shared                                                                                                     
* Self prepared ppt on Introduction of Goodwill                                            
*Self prepared ppt on Methods of Valuation of  
Goodwill                                                                                                                                           
*pdf of extra questions from D.K.Goel was 
uploaded                                                   
*Assignments including MCQs , Theory Questions 
and Practical Questions from the book were 
given                                                  

*Query class for Ch 2 was taken                                                                                                                      
*Trial tests given before First Assessment                                                                            
*Group discussion on the need for 
goodwill for every organisation was 
conducted

1st MAY'20 - 15th MAY'20
Ch 4: Change in Profit Sharing 
Ratio

* To support the Theoretical concept questions 
from the book were taken in the live classes                                                                      
*You tube video was shared explaining the 
gaining and sacrificing ratio 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continu
e=1&v=C-4JS4nnevE&feature=emb_logo                                                                                     
*Assignments including MCQs , Theory Questions 
and Practical Questions from the book were 
given     

*Assessment 1 was done on Ch 1 and 
was graded                                                                                                                               

16th MAY'20 - 6th JUNE'20

Ch 4: Change in Profit Sharing 
Ratio                                                                   
Ch 5: Admission of a Partner 
excluding Capital Adjustment

*Self prepared ppt on Introduction of Admission 
of Partner was prepared                                                                                                                     
*Self prepared ppt on Admission of Partner: 
valuation of Goodwill was prepared                                                                                                  
*Assignments including MCQs , Theory Questions 
and Practical Questions from the book were 
given     

*Self Prepared Quiz was conducted in 
the form of ppt to assess the 
understanding of the students                                                                                                     
* Quiz was conducted where questions 
were prepared by the students.

16th APRIL'20 - 30th 
APRIL'20

Functions(Introduction and 
various types),Inverse 
trignometric 
functions(Introduction,Basic 
formulaes and identities 
related to them)

Assignment based on relations and functions 
from DOE  support material. The following links 
were posted to enhance the understanding of 
the topics  https://youtu.be/0Odkb6-Tnno
http://meet.google.com/ukv-zpes-rco
https://youtu.be/EL-A2LKpR04
https://meet.google.com/lookup/h7smzmryfd

Trial test  and revision class taken for the 
formal assesment.Oral quiz conducted

1st MAY'20 - 15th MAY'20

Contnuity and 
differentiability(Basic 
definition of continous 
function,continuity at a 
point,in the domain and every 
where,differentiability at a 
point and in the 
domain),Differentiation(chain 
rule,differentiation of inverse 
trignometric functions)

Assignment based on inverse trignometric 
functions containing the basic concepts and all 
type of questions was posted. KV support 
material related to the topics was also 
posted.Following links were shared to strengthen 
the understanding 
https://youtu.be/Qn2KX-6W748
https://youtu.be/3q_By47xbUc
https://youtu.be/HaHsqDjWMLU

Discussion on the similarities and 
differences between continuity and 
differentiability,assignment on the 
revision of limits related to class XI 
given,Formal assesment using google 
forms was taken on the topic of matrices 
and determinans was taken

16th MAY'20 - 6th JUNE'20

Differentiation(Parametric 
forms,logarithmic 
differentiation,Implicit 
functions,infinite series and 
higher order derivatives)

Practice assignment on differentiation was 
uploaded. Students were sent the online  class XII 
book by R.S.Aggarwal as it has a good collection 
of 1 marker questions.CBSE class XII papers of 
this year were uploaded , to give a view of the 
qustions done till now.Videos through following 
links were uploaded 
https://youtu.be/2nUkpliZWj8
https://youtu.be/yCSi_mYKvl4
https://youtu.be/22xaQ1bdYO4

Though no formal assesment was taken 
in written form but verbal questoning 
was done on one to one basis while 
taking VC to ensure that learning 
objectives of the class were 
met.Student's feed back at the end of 
the live classes was invited.Students 
shared their problems via screen sharing.
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16th APRIL'20 - 30th 
APRIL'20

Syllabus Specification, Reading 
Comprehension passages, 
Note Making, Notice Writing, 
Posters, Invitations, Literature- 
My Mother at Sixty Six, Aunt 
Jennifer's Tigers, Keeping 
Quiet. PPTS- 10  Assignments given- 12

Group Discussion- Reading texts, Old 
age, Feminism, Meditation and love for 
mother tongue.   Exit Tests using google 
forms- for all chapters - 3 (graded). One 
google form assignment based on video 
review.    

1st MAY'20 - 15th MAY'20
Last Lesson, Lost Spring- 
Stories of stolen childhood PPTS- 2. Assignments- 3

Group Discussion- Child Labour and love 
for mother tongue. Exit tests- 2 (self 
graded google quiz on google forms)

16th MAY'20 - 6th JUNE'20 A thing of Beauty PPTs- 1, Assignments- 2 Group Discussion- Beauty. Exit Test- 1

16th APRIL'20 - 30th 
APRIL'20

Ch2: Principles of Management                                                                   
Fayol's Principles Links of various video lectures were shared Yes- Google form on Chapter 1

1st MAY'20 - 15th MAY'20 Scientific Management

Links of various video lectures were shared. Self 
made assignments on Fayol's principles and 
Scientific Management were posted.. 
Assignment on Business Environment was also 
posted. No

16th MAY'20 - 6th JUNE'20 Business Environment

Links of video lectures were shared. Case studies 
of chapter 1 & 2 were shared for students' 
practice. No
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